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RADIO LIBERTY POLICY MANUAL 

A N lI E X 

UZBEK BROADCASTS 

'I'h" p:'o\'i.sions of the main text of the Policy Ma:c.ual !H'·S gs:u:;~:all7 

applicaclo to all langu.age services of Radio Libert;To · Wi t?':i:::: tha,-!; 

bread fra2swo~kj this an~ex deals with specific aspects of broa~0sste 

ir_ Uzbeko It adds to the provisions of the main text t~t in no w~y , 
' 

s~peTsedas or alters their importance in determihi~g tha 8o=te~t o~ 

Uzbek broadcasts. 

'.• 

The Role of the Turkeata~i (Uzbek) Serv£ce 

~he Uzbek broadcasts of Radio Liberty endeavor to' 

1. provide uzbeks in the USSR w·i th full and fr:e9 i".'lfor.:.:ati~'Z"• ::.:~ 

their own languageJ 

2. give expression to and encourage those trends within 

Uzbekistan specificaliy 9 as well as the USSR ~n ge~eral 9 

which can lead to democratization 9 social justice a~d 

national self~dc,terminatio~; 

3o preser~e and stimulate the growth of Uzbek cultural val~ea 

id en.ti ty· ~ 

l:'..fe of tI'..e Uzbek 
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The Turkestani S~rvice endeavors to speak from tha viewpoint 0£ 

Uzheks within the USSR. The c6ntent of its broadcasts is determi!'.&Cl by 

the existing situation within the USSR and 9 specifically 9 the Uzbek 

SSR, the attitudes, needs and interests of Uzbiks. In reportin~ t=ends 

an~ dsv~lopm~nts within the Soviet tlnion and the world at large 9 the •. 

T"J.:rkestani Service is particularly concerned with those of sig::i.i.:fica;,:~e 

to Uzbekistan and the lives of Uzbeks within the USSR;· 

At the same time, RL Uzbek broadcasts do not presuras to make final· 

juC.gr;ients which can only be made by Uzbeks now living ir11 the USSR o:r: 

whict ca:::i only be arrived at through genuinely. democratic p::cocessea. 

Uzbek broadca~ts attempt td stimulate Uzbeks to thi~k abo~t their 

natipnal problems and to provide them with information which may assia~ 

them in finding their own solutions~ ~hey do not incitci anti-Sovie~ 

group action by Uzbeks and leave it to Uzbeks themselves to de~ide 

specific courses of action for the solution of Uztek problem3. 

ThE Uzbek Audience. 

There a~e close to 8 million Uzbeks in the USSR~ almost all of 

them in Soviet Central Asia, Uzbekistan has a very high rat.2. of popt:

latidn growth, and it is estimated that about 6.5 million Uzbeks live 

in Uzbekistan, constituting 62% of its total population of 10.5 mil1io~o 

No ~eliable estimate can be made of the number of Uzbek listeners to 

Radio Liberty among this potential audience. Substantial n'..lmbers of 

TJzbeks· outside the USSR live in Iran and Afghanistar,, and it is know:;, 

that 3ovtet Uzbeks have ha~ sporadiq contact with these groups. 
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Those elemehts cf the potential audience ~hiqh are of most cancer~ 

to RL's Uzbek broadcasts are the Uzbeks llving within the USSR who are 
I 

in a re~l or potential position to influence the course of events or to. 

influence attitudes through their position as real or potential leaders 

of opinion. The specif{c target audiences of U~bek broadcasts are 

those described in Section IIB of the Policy Manual~ the real or po-

tentiai decision-making elements of the Uzbek population. These i:'lch:.de 9 

particu~arly, the younger age-groups which reached maturity after the 
.. 

Stalin era and received a Soviet ~ducation and upbringirtg; thinki~g 

members of the Communist Party of Uzbekistan and Komsomol; the sc{~~~i-

fie,. technological and creative intelligentsia; lower ~anking par\;; a:cc•i 

state officials and elected.members oi the l~gislative bodies of the 

Uzbek SSR; and finally, skilled workers and their supervisors ~n ~ztek 

industries. 

It appears that radio sets in Uzbekista~ capable of receiving 

Uzbek broadcasts of the Turkestani Service are more acoessible to these 

categories of politically interested listeners, capable of infl~encing 

the course of events or of shaping ~ttitudes, rather than the masses c~ 

unskilled workers ~nd collectiv~ farmers who obtain their infor1ati0~ 

almost excltisively from several principal Soviet radio statio~s .• 

Among Radio Liberty's ta_rget audiences, the younger, "take-over!' 

generation is particularly important to Uzbek broadcasts.· Audienc2 

research data indicate that the majority of RL's actual unio~-wide 

audie~8e is below the age of 40, Assuming that a similar pattern 

applies~in Uzhekistari RL's Uzbek b~oadcasts reach primarily a yo~~~ 

audie~ce. This orientation is .desirable and furth~r efforts shouli bs 

made to expand t~ppro~ectf~fR~le~s~: 2019/10/29 C06768243-- - .._ .: .J... - ~ - I 
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While there are a number. of minority groups in Uzbekistan, of 

which the largest are Russians (13.5%), Tatars (5.4%)s Kazaks (4.9%), 

Tajiks (3.8%) and Karakalpaks (2.1%)**, it can be presumed that all but 

the Russians will understand the Uzbek language. Therefore 2 the bulk 

of the p~pulation can be considered a part of the Turkestani (Uzbek) 

Ger-vice's potential audience. Moreover, the Tajik population of 

no~thern ~ajikistan is bilingual and uses Uzbek as its second native 

language. 

·Education has made great strides in Uzbekistan and n~arly 170 

thousand students are receiving higher e·ducation, Since women are 

assuming an, increasing role in the soe,ial and. economic life of the 

nation, they constitute an important sociologi~al group. Therefore, 

the Turkestani (Uzbek) Service will endeavor to plan programming which-

will have an impact on this group and increase the proportion of female 

listeners. 

Uzbek Attit~des: National Consciousness 

The Uzbeks, along with other peoples of Turkestan, have had some-

thin-g which one could define as national self-awareness since the begin-

ning of the 16th century. By the end of the 19th ce~tury, when 

European ideas were transmitted. to them via Istanbul and Kazan, this 

A considerable but unknown number of Crimean Tatars can also be found 

in Uzbekistan. All statistics are based on the 1959 census. 
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self-awareness began to take a more Western form. The Uzbek people 
. . 

possess a community of language, customs, religion, and a common terri-

tory. •They are fully conscious of a scientific and cultural tradition· 

extend'ing back over a thousand years. A precursor to the modern Uzbek 

language, Chagatay, ( or old Uzbek) was a lingl'.la franca (along with 

Persian) of all of Central Asia for more than six hundred years. 

The Uzbek SSR covers ar. area of 174 ,ooo sq.uare miles. It borders 

Afghanistan on the south, the Tajik and Kirghiz SSR on the east, the 

Kazakh SSR on the north and ,Turkmen SSR on the West. The iriajor:i. ty of 

the Uzbek people live within their Union Republic, but there is a suh_. 

stantial Uzbek population in Iran, Afghanistan and Tajikistan. The 

major product of Uzbekistan is CO·tton; 'although there are vast reserves 

of· natural gas. Light industry is also increasing. 

Mcist of the.area of present-day Uz~ekistan was conquered by the 

,,, Russian Empire in the last half of th.e 19th centur.y •. By the time of the 

October Revolution, several political factions had appeared in Turkestan, 

most of which were centered in the cities of Samarkand, Bukhara and 

Khiv~. After several yea~s of tu~moil, Bolshevik troops managed t6 gain 

political control of the region, and by the end of 1924, Uzbekistan was 

merged into the incipient Soviet Union~ Anti-Soviet guerilla warfare was 

effectively quashed by 1937. Most· of the early Communist leadership was 

executed during the Great Purge. 
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It is clear that the Uzbeks consider themselves a separate nation~ 

but what type of a nation is vague. There are two prominent possibili-

ties:·. firstly, that they see themselves as the nucleus of a Turkestani 

nation. including the Turkmens, Kazakhs, Kirghiz and Tajiks; secondly, that 

they would prefer to have a separate state. The third possibility is that 

they might not be averse to a union on a federalistio basis w~th other 

peoples of the USSR (including the Russians). This appears, however, 

highly improbable. 

Specifi~ grievances against the Soviet regime include the discri

' rnination against Tslam and· Uzbek language and traditions, as well as the 

effort to denationalize the population. Russians and other non-indig-

enous cadres Occtipy many posts in the Republi6 for which the Uzbek people 

now possess q_ualified technical 0and poJi ti cal personnel. This is resent-
. 

ed by the Uzbeks who have reached a point in the,ir development where they 

can take over· the entire responsibility for the direction of thei~ 

national. territory. Many Uzbeks <also, undoubtedly,. resent .the fact that 

Tashkent, Uzbekistan's capital· and J.argest city, has become a Russian 

center (Russians actually form 57% of the city's population). Other 

grievances are similar to those of ~ther natio~alities of the Soviet 

Union. 

Some Uzbek dissenters are convinced Communists, It should be noted 

that Muslim Communism (represented by Sultangalievism) has tended to 

r~gard a solution of the national p~oblem as more important than that of 

the class struggte. Other expressions of Uzbek dissent appear t~ be 
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simi la.r to those which have manifested themselves elsewhere in-· the USSR 

with their Fresent focus on literary, artistic, and intellectual freedom, 

the abolition of ~ensorship, and yhe observance of legality. 

The General Content of Uzbek Broadcasts 

The Turkestani Service, taking into account the growing national 

consciousn.ess of Uzbeks, assumes that. listeners to RL 1 s Uzbek broadcasts 

prefer, if possible, to obtain all their information in the Uzbek 

language and are likely to be more impressed by information of particu-

lar concern to the Uzbek pdpul~ ti~m. J. t the same time, the Turkestani 

Service also assumes that many Uzbeks may supplement their knowledge by 

11stening to RL'.s Russian broadcasts, pa}'.'ticularly, when transmission in 

Uzbek or related languages cannot be re~eived. 

RL's Uzbek broadcasts attempt to provide a broad and balanced.picture 

of world events and substantive information on varied areas of human 

activity, with particular att~ntion ~o those which are of im~ediate and 

real concern to Uzbeks in the USSR. 

The main emphasis of Uzbek broadcasts, however, is placed upon the 

existing situation in the Uzbek SSR and the needs and interests of the 

Uzbek nation and Uzbek citizens, Trends and developments within the 

USSR, as a whole, are of major concern to So~iet Uzbeks to the extent that 

they have immediate or future signiffcance for the lives of Uzbeks~ Of 

speciP.,l r~le 11a"'ce are ';hose trends and developments which emerge amon.;-
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/ 

the Muslim peoples of Soviet Central Asia and the Caucasus. For example, 

the protest movement among the Tatars, of whom a large number reside in 

the Uzbek SSR is of immediate concern and has potential long-range 

significance. 

The Turkestani Service makes a particular effort to cross~report 

to Uzbeks significant trends and developments toward ~ational self-

expression and demo~ratization which occur in other republic~ of the 

Soviet Union, in other Communist-ruled countries, particularly those 

in Eastern Europe, as 1•ell as in world communist pa.rtie['!f, a:r.d in 'I·urkey, 

other Moslem countries, togethe~-with all newly independent states of 

Asia and Africa, with particular attention to ·those matters which are 

pertinent ·to the situation of Uzbeks in the USSR. 

I~ developing programming materials, the Turkestarri Service pro-

ceeds from the most authoritative and comurehensive information avail-. . 
able on the basic views and moods of RL 1 s Uzbek listeners and their 

degree 6f knowledge and understanding, and from a careful study of 

events and trends within the Uzbek SSI 9 other non-Slavic republics 9 and 

the Soviet Union, as a whole. 

Soviet and foreign newspapers, periodicals, scholarly journals 9 

and books provide sources of information which may be used in RL 1 s Uzbek 

broadcasts. Additional sources are RL 1 s audience research and unoffi-

cial channels which: often add a dimension to the one-sided pictu~e in the 

Soviet p!.'ess and inevitably li~:1i tel coverage of the foreign press, 
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Moraover 9 RL research facilities provide analysis in tlepth abotit- Uzbek 

affairs which will be utilized in Uzbek broadcasts to the maximum 

extent. Cont~ct with S6yiet Uzbeks travelling abroad and with emigre 

Uzbeks who have visited U~bekistan somitimes provide interesting in-

formation concerning internal. developments. Before such information ca~ 

be used as the basis fbr modification in programming policy or prao~ice 9 

it must be ev~luated by responsible RL policy officers and tested 

igainst oth~r availab~edata. 

Lang~age aP;d Terminology i~ Uzbek Broadcasts , 
Uzbeks are strongly.attached ·to their ancient language 9 which has 

been discriminated against or repressed by both .the Tsarist and Soviet 
; . . 

goverr~rc.ents. The emergence of Chaga ta.y (old Uzbek) as the lingua fran~a 

of all educated Turks in the area which roughly corresponds with _today's 

Uzbekistan took place in the fourteen th century. ·J.1he Uztek la::gJ.age 

belongs to the southeastern group of Turkic languages. Modern literary 
' 

Uzbek is based on the Tashkent-Fergana group of dialects. 

The Uzbek language has been subjected ·to constant pressure from the 

Russian la.r1guage. The need to· know Russian as a prerequisite for occu-

pying many posts in the Uzbek government and administrative apparatus or 

for ~ursuing a career in one's field of speciaiizati6n within the Soviet 

Unicn 9 as a whoie, forces many Uzbeks to study and work in the Russian 

l.inguage. The Soviet government's educational policies have also in-

creased the role of the Russian language in Uzbek scho"ols at the expe:~se 
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R';.ssification. Russian words have also been artificiall;yr introdi.;.ce:d i::to tl'.B 

.TJz"bek language 9 particularly its sci~ntific terminology 9 and its latini zed 

s~ript ~as replaced by th~ Cyiillic alphabet as a further consequence of 

the Soviet government's policy of Russification. 

National sentiment is directed mainly at guaranteeing the use of Uzbek 

a.s the official national language, its .use by go•1ernmental and educatior:al 

in~titutions and by 6asb media of Uzbekistan, and, at opposing any en-

C!ro&,chment by Russian language signs 9 texts 9 publications 9 films 9 posters 9 

ate. At the same ti~e, attempts are being ~ade to preserve pnd rssto=e 

th.<J purity of the Uzbek language by elim~na ting russified. forms. 

RL 1 s Uzbek broadcasts recognize that language is a strong iridicator of 

1:.ational sentime'nt, an1·9 that the language_ ·question constitutes o!le of t'.:e 

pri:r.d.pal grievances of many Uzbeks concerning Soviet policy toward 

Uzbekistan. These ~roadcasts are aimed at helping the Uzbek people to pre-

serve their lang-~age as a prime element of their culture and to evolve t~si:r 

. 
ow~1 lang.;.age patterns and expar..d the usage of Uzbek, while resistir~g SoviEd; 

efforts to aseimilate them. The Turkestani (Uz,be~) Service attempts to en-

dour~ge and sustain indigenous pressures on behalf of.the Uzbek language by 

reporting back and cross-reporting significant or ~arallel developments af-

fecting language usae;e.and policies, and, by its own broadcasts of Uzbek 

literary texts. 

While :'ollowing closely ariy evolutionar:" trends ir:. the Uzbek language 9 

I 

the does not attet1pt to set itself up a3 

ar~itar of good ~zbek language or to lead the campaign for purificatio~ oi 

~·~1e Uzbek i.a~!g~age o :: t does not suppo~t R,_;_s sifica tio·r:. a~tld 2:..-rn.pa. thizes 
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a~thore wto are known for their conscientious and careful fostering of the 

rnother to~:gue 9 and by the stand.ards of la:qguage in ail serious Sovi2t 

Attempting to ewploy the best language consistent with a Soviet audi-

&nae 9 the Turkest~ni {Uzbek) Service endegvors to use 9 as a general rule 9 the 

lar..guage' and terminology familiar to its audience and to av,oid unfamiliar 

forms used t~ non-Sovie~ Uzbeks, even though these may be 9 i~ so~e re-

~pe~ts, purer t~an those ~sed by educated people in the Uzbek SSR. Even if 

b wo~~ or expression would be compr~hensible to this aadience, it eho~ld , 
not be em.plo:fed i~ ·it will sOUnd .str:ange or different to th2 listener anrl 

ca~sa him to think that he is being add~essed by a radio station or aL a~-

nouicer not belong~ng to his world. 

. . 
The use of cer~ain Soviet terminology is unavoidable in RL 1 a broad-

ciets when there i~ no substitute for this terminology ~hich w9uld b& 

readily understandable to the Uzbek audience 9 as in the case of the names 

o: 3::ivie-:: organizations,·and the like. "The T·~rkestani (Uzbek) Se::'.'vfoe t:.ses 

this kind of terminology in its broadcasts; it also adopts accepted Soviet 

Uzbek tran8lations of the names .of foreign o:;.·ganizations9 treatieS9 laws9 

resol·J.tions 9 titles 9 etce 9 as \~rell as .Soviet lTzbek pronuriciation of foreigr~ 

place ~ames and proper names. In other cases 9 it may be necessary for tte 

T~=kestani (Uzbek)Service to use Soviet~rminology of a prop~gandistic 

I .. 
V?. t'.:.re ·~ S'o..lCh as ''peaceful co-existence"), if such e:x:~ression.s possess an .. . .' 

accepted ~ea&i~g for the audience whichRcan only be rendered ~ith difficulty 
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The T-..:y-k,:;stani (Uzbek) Service's Approach to Sped.fie Issnes · 

1. Derr!_9c:r:atization and Self-Jetermina-Gion 

The Soviet government of Uzbekistan was originally imposed by force 

·;;:,po:.1 the Uzbek people. Uzbeks were not allowed to exercise thsir right 

of self~ determina tio:n in regard to the issue of joini1:g the USSR? and 

do not now have ~ fte~ and representative voice in the central regime. 

Both the All-Union and Republic governments do not allow the Uzbek 

p6ople, as they do not allow other peoples of the USSR, a free an1 repre-
. . 

ae~tative voice in electing their .leaders or making decisi6ns affecti~g 

the p6litical, economic, social or cultural affairs effecting the 

Uzbek Republic. Nevertheless~ the Republic already possesses eo~e 

authority and its officials have a natural interest i~ expanding this 

autho:ri ty through decentralization of the All-Union go1rernme~t. More~ 

ovar~ R&p'J.blic authorities do make some ·de0isio:'ls which 3re in the 

interest of the Uzbek people, They should be supported in RL troad-

ossts to the extent that their efforts, directly or i~~ire~tly 9 aocor~ 

with the aspirations of the Uzbek people. 

In its effo~ts to encourage democratization in Uzbekistan, the 

Tu:r:·kes tan (trzbek) Service provides ideas and information and stimulates 

t~inking individuals to work for their individual a..-rld. ~ational rights. 

RL 1 s Uzbek broadcasts emphasize not only the ultimate aim of t:::·uly re pre~ 

se:itative. government, but also stress the importance of achieving poli ti-

Cal 9 ecor.Oi:-tiC and SOCial reforms in tlie present sys tern which increase the 

voics of the people and enhance their interests~ 
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The Co~stitutio~ and laws of the Uzbek SSR 9 as those of the Soviet 

Unioci itself 1 embody rights which are more honored in the breach t·han in 

the .observance. 

Many articles of the Constitution of the Uzbek SSR are not observed in 

practicet basic rights such as freedom of speech, press, assembly, 
•. 

meetings, s.nd J.err.onstrations; the right to maintain relations with foreign 

states; and the right of secession from the USSR. Thus, many oonstit~-
' . 

tional rights of Uzbekistan itself and the legal rights of its dtize~s 

are either ignored or violated. 

, 

The Turkestani (Uzbek) Service seek~ to encourage those elements in 

Uzbekistaft working for the sub~tance contained "or implicit in present 

provisions for the government and social organization of·th.e Uzbek SSR. 

The Ttirkestani Service calls attention ~o existing laws and urgee th~~ 

public and social o~ganizations adhere to theit own charters by carrying 

out the functions for which they were.supposedly created. These broau-

casts stress the necessity for observance of the rule of law within the 

context of the Constitution of the USSR, All-Union laws 9 the Constitution 

of the Uzbek SSR and.Uzbek laws. In particula~, the Turkestani Service 

supports efforts 9 within the country, aimed at the realization of civil 

literiies and cultural freedoms which are guaranteed in Soviet laws 9 anC. 

of the open knowledge which guarantees justice. The Turkestani Service 

also views these laws in the ~arger cqntest of international law 9 the 

uN 1 s Declaration of Ruman Rights, and decisions or declarations of inter-

national l~ial institutions. 
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The Communist Party.of Uzbekistan, as presently constituted 9 is 

undemocratic, not responsive to the needs of the people of Uzb~kistan 

but to direction from Mosccw. The Turkestani Service assumes that it is 

possible for the rble of the Communist Pary of Uzbekistan to cha~ge 9 as 
' . 

it has in certain instances in Ee.stern Europe, through circumstances 

whi..::h permit the CP of Uzbekistan to assert greater independence an.1. 

cause it to seek the support of the Uzbek people by representing national 

interests ·and institi,i.ting·domestic reforms, desired and supported by the 

people. .The Turkes tani Service approves local ini tia ti ve and attempts 

to stimulate independent thinking which would lead tbe Uzbek leadership 
f 

to undertake local and iepubli? r~form and.to promote the real interests 

of the Uzbek people rather than to follow slavishly the instructions of 

the C?SU leadership and apparatus. 

The Turkestani (Uzbek) Servic~ expresses approval of those policies 

and actions of the Uzbek leadership which promote the real interests of 

the Uzbek people. On the other hand, it ~ssists the Uzbek public by 

,/ voi·::iing the latter 1 s opposition to or pressure· against· policies or 

actions detrimental to the interests of Uzbekistan and Uzb.eks and by in-

forming RL 1 s audience about such policies or actions~ In doing so, the 

Turkestani Service draws a clear distinction between the CPSU and the CP 

of Uzbekistan·, and it focuses on issues, policies and actsp while re-

fraining from vilification of individual communists. 

The Turkestani (Uzbek) Service views t.hese efforts to promote the 

evclutio~ of a more democi~atic system in Uzbekistan as part of a broade~ 

historical t::-end toward democracy and self-determinatior.1 a process which 
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. ·, 

is also reflected in the entire USSR. It regards the realizatio~ of these 

rights by Uzbeks as interdependent with and conditioned on the recognition 

of similar rights for all nationalities of the USSR as wellas minority 

groups in Uzbekistan. The Turkestani Service reports fully to its 

listeners on developments affecting other nations and nationalities both 

within and outside the USSR. V!hile recognizing the essential right of 

each individual to democracy and self-determination, it does not attempt 

to prEjudge the question ·or whether it is feasible to achieve this withi:'l 

a commanist system, or the ultimate outcome of exercise of the right to 

.s.elf-determination, whether it be independence, federation or alliar..ce. 

f 

·2. The Issue of Russification 

The Turkestan{ (Uzbek) Service encourages, among listeners 9 the 

realization that they share vri th the Ru;isis.ns and other nat:.onali ties of 

the USSR the burden of centralized dictatorship by an authoritarian 

. regime, and that freedom from such central control can be most effect-· . . 

ively achieved by cooperation among all Soviet nationalities on certain 

questions of common concern 9 such as. human rights 9 literary rep::?essior., 

and looalism ("mestnichestvo") condemned by Moscow. 

The Turkestani (Uzbek) Service approaches the issue of Russifica-

tion - which may be defined in this context as the replacement of Uzb~k 

values by Russian ones, or ultimately, the assimilation of Uzbekistan 

by th~ Russian nation - in specific terms only; loose and indiscriminate 

applic~tion of the label of Russific~tion to broad trends and general 

!e7elcpsents in Uzbekistan can easily be faultea by the aware 11s~e~er. 
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Specific, 6learly defined examples of Russification which are well suppor~ed 

by facts 9 as well aa by objective research and analysis, are discussed by 

the Turkestani Service in a calm; factual tone that allows the.details to 

speak for themselves. 

The Turkestani Seri.rice avoids overplaying the issue of R'.lssificatio;:). 

and treats it only as warranted by available, verified facts; over-

emphasis of the issue\ particularly in ways which might imply co-.n.~i.nued 

success of ~h~ center's nationality pol~cy, could cause lister.ers to des-

pair of the preservation of their national distinctiveness arid.bay lead , 
them to bel:Bve that RL has little faith in their own ability to maintain 

this heritage. In judging the suitability for broadcast of materials o~ 

this question, precedence will be given to statements and assessments 

emanating from within Uzbekistan, and secondly, to reports on the situa-

tion by concerned segments of free-world communist parties, individual 

communists and the like. Provided their tone and content is consonant 

with the Turkestani Service's own ~tation policy, statements by other 

Western org::rnizations of Turkestani people or Uzbeks may be acceptable. 

The Turke.stani Service doe.s not, either through the tone· of its 

broadcas~s or the views expressed in them by its own b~oadcasts, attempt 

to incite or encourage, among Uzbeks, hostility to Russians as a people. 

We emphasize that the regime's nationality policy is an instrume~t of 

c.13ntral, ·authoritarian control· that may, in fact, ha,ve the support of' 

s6me Uzbeks; we avoid suggesting that Russific~tion has the active support 

of the Russian people as a whole, 
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The Turkestani Service'~ policy on thiim~tter is based orr the 

realiza.tion that cooperation among c:oncerned segments of all nationalities 

is essential to mo~ification of the Soviet system, and that it is, there-

fore, essential to a'Toid any stimulation of antagonism amon_g the peoples 

of the· USSR. 

3. The Issue of Colonialism ,·-

The Turkestani Service avoids describing Uzbekistan as a colonial 

area, thereby, possibly offending listeners in Uzbekistan who, whatever 
f 

their grievances, do not regard themselves as colonials. The Turkestani 

Service does not apply the label of colonialism to the.situation there, 

since-generalities of this nature are not likely to impress thinking 

list~nere. The same limitations pertain to other parts of the Soviet 

Uni or.. 

Instead, the Turkestani (Uzbek) Service discusses specific issues 

/. involved in Moscow-centralized contrdl over Uzbekistan and other areas 

in terms of verifie<l facts and sound analysis. Comparisons may be made 

with conditions existing in Asia and Africa under col6nial administration 

on the basis of concrete facts and information. Broadcasts related to 

this subject must not sound propagandistic, but should be calm and 

factual. 

4. The Treatment of Territorial Problems 

The 't'urkests.ni (Uzbek) Service does r.ot f_aise territorial issues 9 

either directly or indirectly, in its broadcasts. Where obje:tive 
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developments which relate to territ6rial is~ues have to be reported in 

order to maintain the station's credibility as a source of reliable news 

reporting 9 the Tu'rkestani Service 1 s tone and treatment will reflect the 

1 position that all such questions must be settled on the basis of the 

expressed will of a representative Uzbek government and the Uzbek people 

aimed at the achievement of peaceful understandings with Uzbekistan's 

neighbors. This applies both to Uzbekistan's own conceivable claims to 

territories ~ot now•a.part of the USSR or territories involving other 

· .. peoples of the USSR. The 'term "Turkestan" is acceptable in RL' s 

Tufkestani Service only in a geographical or historical sense. 
f 

Finally~ the Turkestani (Uzbek} Service urges the Uzbek SSR to 

undertake measures aimed at defending the cultural rights of Uzbeks in 

the USSR. outside the borders of the Uzbek SSR, mainly in the Tajik 9 

Turkmenian 9 Kazak and Kirgiz SSRs. Vlhile the Uzbeks resident in the 

other Centr~l Asian republics are sufficiently closely related to· the 

other Centra.1 Asian nationalities not to be culturally deprived, it is 

in their relations with the ~lavic ~ationali{ies where they are m9et 

likely to encounter discrimination. The Turkestani Service supports 

the right of lar~e groups of Uzbeks outside the Uzbek SSR to haye 

their own schools and. churches, to publish newspapers in their own lan .. 
~ 

guage, and to organize an Uzbek cultural life iri their areas o~ settle-

ment. 

( 
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· The Turkestani (Uzbek) Service's Approach to Historical and Cultural Questio~s 

1. Themes Connected with Histo~y in Uzb~k ~roadcasts 

In view of the scarcity of r~liable books available to Uzbeks con-

cerning their long and ancie.nt histo,ry, the Turkestani (Uzbek) Service 

devotes appropriate attention to pre-Soviet historical themes. ~'here 

present Soviet historiography distorts or maintains silence on asp.ects 

of pre-Soviet history, the Turkestani Service attempts to draw at~ention . . . 
to these omissions and to correct distortions. Since Soviet historia~s 

find only negative elements in the history of Uzbeks and their related 
, 

peoples up to and including the 19th century, and even portray the Rus-

sian conquest of these areas in the late 19th century as a po~itive 

developnent, it is the task of the Turkestani Service to present a 

balanced view of the whole historical period w{thout·, however, giving 

listeners the impression that in this. and the subsequent period of Sovie:: 

rule there has not been substantial economic, technological 9 social and 

cultural prog~ess - the question to be asked is whether Uzbekistan and 

Uzbeks in general have benefited as.much as they should have, and whether 

Uzbeks have not reached the point where they can govern themselves .and 

should be allowed to exercise the right, of self-determination denied to 

them in the past. The Turkestani Service shows that when, in the period 

from 1920 to 1924, the Soviet government turned the Turkestan General 

Governorship into 'the Turkestan Autonomous Socialist Republic a~d the 

~ussian protectorates - the Bukhara and Khiva Khanates - into the Bukhara 

and Khorezm People's Republics,.Uzbeks had no real voice in this decision. 

The same was the case when the Soviet government 9 in 1924 9 created the 

Uzbek SSR within the framework of the USSR. 
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In treating historical themes, the Tur~estani (U~bek) Service 

avoids any airirg of Uzbek grievances against other peoples insid.e or 

outside the Soviet Union. The Turkestani ~ervice marks historical anni-

versaries in the spirit of national consciousness and noi as an outlet 

for recri~inations and attacks directed against Russians or other 

p~oples, even by implication. 

·The history of·Soviet rule in Uzbekistan is prominently featured in 

RL's· Uzbek broadcasts because much of this history is suppressed or dis-

to~ted ·in contemporary Soviet historical works. Th~se hi~torical 
'I 

.lacunae or outright distortations apply particularly to the extension of 

Soviet power to Uzbekistan, the period of colleqtivization and purges iYl 

the Thirties, the period of the Second World War when many people were 

deported to Uzbekistan from the Caucasus and other areas, etc. Since 

the ~oviet leadership cannot avoid th~ respbnsibility for the events 

that occurred during the half century of Soviet rule, the Turkestani 

(Uzbek) Servic~ makes every effort to illuminate the dark pages of 

Soviet history; but its treatment ihould be ai~~d not so much at in-

dieting the leadership as it is at pointing the way toward reforms 

which would prevent such crimes and abuses in the future. Moreover 9 

this stress on the past should not be so consuming a preoccuptation ihat 

the Turkestani Se~vice becomes vulnerable to charges of being 
~ 

an~chronistic and reactionary. 

2. ·Themes Connected with Religion in Uzbek Broadcasts 

Th~ Turkestani (Uzbek) Service s~pp0rts freedom of conscience and 

religious·belief, · At the same time it recognizes that the consciousness 
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of being Muslim cannot be separated from the national self~consciousness 9 

traditions and mores of Uzbeks, regardless of their attitude toward the 

formal aspects of religion •. In t~is context RL's Uzbek broadcasts may 

provide regular Muslim religious broadcast.s. Nevertheless 9 the 

Turke~tani Service does not identify Radio Liberty with religion gen~ral-

ly or with Islam except in its broad national and cultur~l.context. Non-

believers9 particularly young people born under a system which t·rofesses 

and advocates atheism, may be interested in the content of religion, the 

more so in view of the regime's attempts to deprive them of thi~ know-

ledge. Aside from satisfying their curiosity about religious forms 9 the 
f 

Turkestani Service also offers information about a variety of philosoph-

ical and religitius beliefs, particularly about trends in modern Islami~ 

thought and philosophy, which could assist listeners in their search for 

independent ideas ~nd convictions, 

3. Themes Connected with Uzbek Literature 

In view of the Chagatay literary tradition which goes·back to the 

.14th century, the Turkestani (Uzbek) ·service stresses Uzbek literature as 

a manifestation of the spirit of the Uzbek people, which the Turkeatani 

Service aeeks to keep alive and flourishing. 

The:Tu~kestani (Uzbek) Service recognizes both achievements and · 

shortcomings of Uzb~k literature and measures contemporary Soviet Uzbek 

literature against tHe. standards of Uzbekistan'~ rich literature. The 

Turkestani Service points out, as cir~umstances require, the elements of 

discrini~stion existing in the Uzbek SSR with re~ard to both literature 
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in the Uzbek language arid 'in minority languages, and advocates the rights 

of all to-be disseminated and developed on Uzbek territory. An important 

aim of RL's Uzbek broadcasts is to preserve and advance Uzbek literature, 

and~ in accordance with this aim, the Turkestani's Service urges the 

publication of more books and periodic.als in the Uzbek language and in 

languages of minority groups in Uzbekistan, including translations of 

these works directly in foreign languages and translations from foreign 

languages into.Uzbek and other languages of the Uzbek SSR. Since Uzbek 

writers. are seeking the same freedom of expression and abolition oi 

·censorship sought by ot_her writers under communist rule, Uybek broad-

' 
casts d~vote particular attention to the cross-reporting of developments 

~oncerning the creative-intelligentsia in the USSR (especially those of 

the Turkic peoples), Eas.tern Europe, a,nd elsewhere. At the same time, 

since this quest of Uzbek writers and po~ts for creat:Lve ·freedorr. aY-!d 

abolition of censorship is f.requently .manifested in underground literat~re, 

the Turkestani Service includbs in its broadcasts ~ateri~l of good 

quality of thii kind that finds its way to the West, taking care to note 
.. 

that it is broadcast without the peimission or knowledge·of the author. 

The Turkestani (Uzbek) Service seeks to promote closer ties between 

Uzbek writers and those of other countries. With.this aimf RL 1 s Uzbek 

broadcasts give informatibn about all significant literary events in t~e 

West, abbut new literary works appearing there, and about the ideas and 

trends eme~ging in contemporary Western literature. 
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When Radio Liberty broadcasts the text, in whole or in part~ of 

literary works originalJ.y written in Uzbek, the Turkestani (Uztek) Servic~ 

does not a'l ter this text, in any way, to correct or· change language and 

terminology~ regardless of whether it emanates from internal or emigre 

Uzbek sources. 

The Turkestani \Uzbek) Service's Approach to the Uzbek Emigration 

In viei of the negligible number.of people from various ethpic groups 

of Soviet C~ntral Asia abroad, it is difficult to distinguish a speci_fic-

ally Uzbek emigration. Although many such people migrated earlier to ~he , 
neighboring countries of Iran and Pakistan in ada~tion to those in Chinese 

Turkestan, there was V~rj little emigration from ~he Soviet Union u~til 

the Red.Army, in the period from 1936 to 1939, crushed a Basmachi indepen-
. . 

ienoe, movement and introduced forced c~llectivization. A second large 

e~igration took pla~e duritig the Second World War, After the repatriatiori 

followipg the war the bulk of the remaining Centra'l Asian emigration was to 

be found in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, India, Turkey and the Arab coun-

tries, In Turkey, there were an estim~ted 10 thousand; in Saudi Arabia~ 

25 thousand. The Tajiks and Turkmens w~re miinly in Afghanistan and Iran 9 

the ICirgizes and Kazaks in Turkey, and Uzbeks scattered throughout the 

area. Generally speaking, the Central •Asian nationalities have tended to 

. pool their forces in the emigration in Turkestani organizations. 

• Em·igre leaders claim that the Turco-Hoslem population of the Soviet 

. Un:;.on, at the close cif the Second World War, numbered from 25 to 40 million 

peoples &. le .. _rge p;".'oportion of whom lived in an area tha,c formed a nat'J.r al 
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::.:!lit - Turkestan. The peoples of Turkestan - the area east o-;.~ tho?. Urals to 

the other side of ·the Chinese border in Sinkiang - fell under foreign r"..tle 

iii the compa1atively recent past. Both parts of this claimed Turkestani 

natione 9 i.e. that formerly ruled within the Russian Empire and the other 

under China 9 have known brief periods of. independence since the Russian and 

Chinese conquests. 

\ 
Nevertheless, divergent theori~s exist in the emigration cbncerning 

the future Turkestan. One solution allegedly favored by those ~ho wish to 

~bintain a monopoly by the Uzbeks is based on the unity of the six present 
• 

Soviet republics of Central Asia, .Plus Chinese Turkestan, but without 

Azerbaijan or the Idel-trral ~rea. in opposing solution called for a Turkic 
... 

Mosl~m state to inc~ude~erything east of t~e Caspian Sea, thus ~iving the 

Tatar-Bashirs a strong ~oice. Another proposal was for a North~rn Turkestan 

of Kazaks, Kirgizes, Bashkirs, and Tatars. Whether the peoples of Soviet 

Je~tral Asia after a half century of Soviet rule wotild choose any of these 

or a totally different solution is an open question. 

While Radio Liberty shares with most of the Central Asiar~ emigration 

objectives which seek freedom and democracy in Sovi~t Central Asia, its 

position supports self-determination for the Uzbek nation and people and 

leaves to them the decision as to independence~ association with oth~r 

naticnalities of Central Asia, Uzbek:i.stan~s future form .of go 1rernment etc. 

Rl· wil 1 re po.rt on various proposals for the political futur.e of u.zbekistan 

and Central Asia, but cannot be a medium for advocating any specific 

politic2l goals. Similarly, Radio Liberty cannot pe-rmit itself to become 

id<2ntified with any parti'cula-r Turkestani or Uzbek organization which has 

sue~ political goals. 
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The Turkestani (Uzbek) Service may report news of emigre political 

activities and events, describe leading emigre personalities, and may .also 

quote pblitically r~sponsible portions of speeches by prominent emigres 

abroad ·or of documents and statements issued al road of intereut to the lis-

teners. Reporting of this nature must not tend to be limited t6 or favor 

certain organizations, thereby, indirectly·identifyingRadio Liberty with 

the political goals o~ ~ny particular organization. Nor should it violate 

common sense or good taste. Interviews may not be conducted with represen-

ta ti ves of poLi__tj_cal_organiza tions speaking in this capacity, a1 though they 

are permissible if these per~ons are appearing as ·1,ndivid""J.ais and they are· 

not intrbduced or prominently pre~ented in RL broadcasts as political repre~ 

sentatives. 
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